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ABSTRACT: Patients with life-limiting illness and their families face many problems and complexities. The gravity of such problem is often escalated with the fact of the patients’ deprivation of the proper care as a corollary to their fundamental health rights. The legal aspects of the palliative care thus concern the issues of concentrating more on the rights of the patients in getting relief from sufferings of all kinds, physical, psychological and spiritual. As such, it may include the opportunity of getting legal interventions not only in the way of claiming the protection of palliative care (such as securing access to health and social benefits) but also in the face of dealing with other life-transactions of the patients and their families (such as protecting and disposing of property; planning for children and other dependents). This paper is an attempt to articulate these legal dimensions of the right to palliative care in the context of Bangladesh.
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INTRODUCTION: Palliative care is an approach that meliorates the quality of life of patients facing the problems associated with life-limiting illness. In essence, it relates to the prevention of and relief from suffering (and other problems for instance, physical, psychosocial and spiritual) by means of pain management. Within the scheme of palliative care, some of the most perplexing and troubling ethical issues are nursing ethics and bioethics. The legal aspects of palliative care thus speak so much for the shift of the rights of the patients to have a holistic and humane treatment from ethical to legal domain. By implications, the right of the palliative care is recognized in some major international and regional human rights instruments, encompassing the issue of health rights. However, in 2006, the World Health Organization (WHO) invited the International Association for Hospice and Palliative Care (IAHPC) to develop an essential medicines list for palliative care in recognition of the centrality of pain management medication to basic health care. Apart from this, the WHO and the International Narcotics Control Board (INCB) have called on governments to ensure availability of essential pain medication for all. In the national level, the constitutional provisions guaranteeing ‘right to life’ envisage the similar background of offering the commitment to palliative care. To fulfill this commitment, some countries have established statutory legal regimes for directly regulating the right of the palliative care. This trend of treating the patients’ right to palliative care as a legal right is getting growing relevancy. But in the context of Bangladesh, the issue of the right to palliative care is still negligible. The main reason of this fact relates to the lack of sensitivity and respect to the constitutional obligation to protect and promote public health. For the context
of Bangladesh, it is thus ironically true that while the rights of the people to the essential health or medical care is yet to cast a serious concern, the issues of palliative care is supposed to be a mere intellectual sophistication.

THE METAPHOR OF PALLIATIVE CARE: ‘THE MEANING OF LIFE IN THE FACE OF DEATH’ : The legal dimensions of the palliative care can generally be determined with reference to the metaphor of palliative care. The logical link between the reduction of suffering from pain and the enhancement of the pleasure or quality of life is central to the metaphor of palliative care. Palliative care provides relief from pain and other distressing symptoms by affirming life and regarding dying as a normal process. By integrating the physical, psychological and spiritual aspects of patients’ care, it positively influences the course of illness and offers a support system to help the patients live as actively as possible until death. The right to palliative care is thus founded upon the rationale that the patients are entitled to a ‘meaningful life’ even in the face of death. Seen in this light, the legal dimensions of palliative care encompass the idea of patients’ care by offering a range of facilities including a support system for the family of the patients. This mainly includes the mechanism of overcoming the legal barriers to palliative care such as analyzing of policies and laws that limit access to opioids for pain management, developing the arguments necessary to take a complaint of denial of pain medication to a national, regional or international human rights body or court, providing provision of legal aid to palliative care patients, human rights body, etc.

However, Life-limiting illness can mean pain and difficulty in a time of bewilderment. It can also bring practical problems, some with legal overtones. These can increase stress for patients and families, and make coping harder. Thus, the statutory regime regulating the rights of palliative care should also encompass the system of overcoming other complicated legal challenges such as: protecting and disposing of property, planning for children and other dependents, and securing access to health and social benefits, empowering others to make medical decisions; and writing of wills and so forth. It appears that the legal dimensions of palliative care should offer a support system to help the family cope during the patient's illness and in their bereavement, and should use a team approach to address the needs of patients and their families, including bereavement counseling. In this way, the scheme of palliative care is thus intended to ensure that every patient deserving palliative care is coupled with the right of getting a holistic and humane treatment so that the meaning of life of the patients remains unaffected even in the face of death.

Constitutional Obligation to the Right to Life: Searching the Space for Palliative Care: The Constitution of the People's Republic of Bangladesh does not specifically provide for the right to the palliative care. Under Article 15(a), the Constitution however, makes it a fundamental responsibility of the state to secure the provision of the medical care for its citizens. Again, it is mentioned in Article 16 that the state shall adopt effective measures for the improvement of public health. Apart from this, Article 18 of the Constitution speaks for the protection and promotion of public health as among its primary duties. As a matter of law, the obligations of the state relating to medical care or public health do not offer any enforceable rights for the people, because of the fact that these Articles fall within the domain of the Fundamental Principles of State Policy. Thus, the most important provision relating to the health right of the people can be found under Article 32 of the Constitution, which guarantees the Right to Life as fundamental rights. Compared to the provisions of Article 15(a) and Article 18, this Article is more sanctified and effective in the sense that it offers a precise space for the right to health care as a corollary to the right to life. Thus, the combined reading of
these Articles seems to cast an obligation on the state as well as on the individual to be sensitive to the rights of the patients suffering from life-limiting diseases.

This proposition can be substantiated with reference to the trends of judicial interpretation touching the issues of right to life in Bangladesh. The case of Dr. Mohiuddin Farooque v Bangladesh is the most striking example of the illuminating interpretation of right to life. In this case, the court gives an extended and more liberalized interpretation by observing that the term ‘right to life’ means a meaningful life—a life where men can live with dream and dignity. Here, the court showed its adherence to exclude anything which might affect the enjoyment of life. The Court observed that:

“...articles 31 and 32 of our Constitution protect right to life as fundamental right. It encompasses within its ambit, the protection and preservation of environment, ecological balance free from pollution of air and water, sanitation without which life can hardly be enjoyed. Any act or omission contrary thereto will be violative of the said right to life” 19.

The court in this case further opined that the word ‘life’ can not be given any restrictive interpretation when it is used particularly with human being and a human life must be distinguished from animal life. The court said:

“.....word life is very significant and broad as it covers all facets of human existence. The word life has not been defined in the constitution but it does not mean nor can it be restricted only to animal life or mere existence form conception of death. Life includes such amenities and facilities that a person born in a free country it entitled to enjoy with dignit- legally and constitutionally” 20.

In another case the Supreme Court (SC) of Bangladesh extended the term ‘right to life’ specifically in two cases. Firstly, to the protection of health; and secondly, to the normal longevity of an ordinary human being. So, the protections of health and to ensure normal longevity are the constitutional obligation to the persons concerned and a right to the citizen. The SC observed:

“...if right to life under Articles 31 and 32 of the Constitution means right to protection of health and normal longevity of an ordinary human being endangered by the use of or possibility of any contaminated foods, deeds, etc then it can be said that fundamental right of right to life of a person has been threatened or endangered” 21.

It thus appears from this interpretation that the provision guaranteeing right to life is suggestive of at least among others, a) providing the protection of health; b) stabilizing the normal longevity of an ordinary human being; and c) ensuring a dignified life where the persons are entitled to ‘the interest in dying with dignity.’

In general, the trend of judicial activism in Bangladesh does also reflect that our Constitution offers space for grounding the rights to palliative care as a constitutional right. In the case of Advocate Zulhasuddin v Bangladesh (2009), the court’s 22 invalidation of imposition of VAT 23 on the medicine and medical care exemplifies that the issue of medication is of prime consideration. Again, the recent decision of the court to the point that the treatment of the patient should not be postponed on the requirement of police certification signifies the same respect to medication and pain management 24. Seen as such, it can thus be argued that the right of the patient to the palliative care undoubtedly has constitutional overtones.
HEALTH RELATED LAWS AND RIGHT TO PALLIATIVE CARE IN BANGLADESH: In Bangladesh, there are nearly 90 laws that are found to be related with health or health related subjects. These 90 enactments fall under the seven broad subject-areas of health legislation: Vital Registration and Welfare Legislation, Public Health, Communicable Disease Control, Food and Drugs Control, Health Education and Health Practice, Environmental Health, and Protection of Children and Women. Of all these enactments, none has precisely addressed the issue of palliative care. As such, there is still a serious legal vacuum relating to the right of the patients deserving palliative care.

However, a patient’s rights may occur at different levels even under the existing legal regimes. In recent times, there has been a tendency of elevating the position of the patient’s right, containing a significant bearing upon the rights to palliative care. For example, in 2003 the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare published a lift let that recognizes some important rights of the patients, such as: right to receive information from the physician about the service; right to safe and continuity of health care; right to confidentiality; right to get respect and dignity; right to share idea; right to get redress; right to inform the highest authority when the rights are violated; right to choice treatment and the method of family planning; right to get all documents relating to treatment; and right to receive all information about the treatment.

So, owing to the absence of this legal vacuum in the legal fields relating to palliative care, a kind of indifference to the patients who need palliative care is noticeable. The care which is provided in this arena in different hospitals and clinics is scattered and not made following a holistic approach. So, in order to bring this matter as a fact of significance, specific substantive legal mechanism and compliance are necessary both in terms of content and quantity of law addressing various matters of palliative care.

1. Criminal Law, Negligence and Pain Management: As a matter of fact, the right to palliative care can well be derived from the law of negligence. The standard of care in palliative medicine may, in addition to the above areas of pain management, also include taking an adequate history, examining the patient, addressing symptoms and, where reasonable, referring on to other experts. The unreasonable failure to do any of the above may constitute a breach of the doctor’s duty of care to a patient with a life-limiting illness. It is important to note that the law of negligence consistently requires of doctors only what is reasonable in the circumstances of the case. In many jurisdictions the courts will be guided by current accepted professional standards shown by, amongst other things, authoritative guidelines in Palliative Care practice.

In many common law countries, the issues of medical negligence are governed under the purview of tortuous liability. But in Bangladesh, the concept of tortuous liability has been accommodated within the fabric of criminal liability. Thus, the redress to the medical negligence can be found under the criminal laws of the country. For example, Section 284 of the Penal Code, 1860 deals with negligent conduct with respect to poisonous substance which states that whoever does, with any poisonous substance, any act in a manner so rush or negligent as to endanger human life, or to be likely to cause harm or injury to any person, or knowingly, or negligently omits to take such order with any poisonous substance in his possession as is sufficient to guard against probable danger to human life from such poisonous substance shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to six month, or with fine, which may extend to five thousand taka or both. Again, section 304A of the Penal Code deals with causing of death by negligence. Thus, a doctor may be liable under this section, if he gives by his busyness to the patient a toxic medicine in replace of the appropriate one. It appears that the right of the patient to get relief from
suffering may be protected under these sections. Apart from these provisions of general law governing the issues of negligence, the Code of Medical Ethics, 1991 touches the matter in a triviality. Moreover, the Bangladesh Medical and dental Council’s power is very confined, because they lack power to address the ‘negligence’ issue.

2. Constitutional Obligation and Public Interest Litigation: As discussed earlier, the Constitution of Bangladesh offers a space for grounding the right to palliative care. Thus, a patient deserving palliative care can seek constitutional remedy by invoking Article 32 of the Constitution guaranteeing the right to life. In so doing, the patient deprived of the rights can rely on the interpretive value of the fundamental principles of the state policy which relate to the commitment of protecting and promoting the health rights. More importantly, all the doctors and all other public employee of the Hospitals can be held liable on the ground of negligence in the duty by invoking Article 21(2) of the Constitution. Thus, the Constitution of Bangladesh offers the plausibility of the ‘Public Interest Litigation’ in respect of the right to palliative care. For example, in a case filled by the Ain O Salish Kendra, the High Court Division of the Supreme Court has promulgated a rule nisi directing to the concerned authorities to provide the citizens proper and sufficient health service by abiding the provisions of law. All such remedies are provided under the writ jurisdiction of the High Court Division of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh. Under Article 44, the Constitution of Bangladesh recognizes the right to go to the court for the enforcement of such right itself as fundamental right.

CONCLUSION: Palliative care is about achieving the highest quality of life (QOL) and promoting comfort and dignity for patients with incurable and life limiting diseases. Palliative care advocacy has been strengthened by pronouncing that ‘the provision of palliative care is a human right.’ International covenants have agreed upon this. There are huge unmet needs of patients with life-limiting illnesses in Bangladesh as well as in the world. Hence, formal palliative care policies and an integrated palliative care services to meet basic standard guidelines in the provision of palliative care is a sine qua non for addressing the issue.

The nature of the right entails strong legal dimensions which essentially require a legal web i.e., enactment, statutory framework covering both substantive and procedural provisions. But Bangladesh is still in the need of statutory regime directly addressing the rights to palliative care. At this point, it is thus indispensable for Bangladesh to develop a home-grown approach of protecting the right to palliative care, based on the general constitutional obligation to the right to life. Towards this end, it may follow the different models for a statutory framework which have already been started to be used globally to address this issue. The first is an explicit statutory statement of the right to pain relief. The second model is a statutory protection for doctors. An example is contained in the South Australian Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Act (1995) that protects medical practitioners, in their care of terminally ill patients, from any criminal or civil liability if they administer treatment "with the intention of relieving pain and distress" providing such treatment is given with consent, in good faith, without negligence, and in accordance with "proper professional standards of palliative care." The third model is a wider package of statutory requirements for pain management and education.

Many analysts may however disagree about the establishment of a distinct statutory regime protecting the right to palliative care in Bangladesh. The major argument leading to such disagreement can be found from the fact that the Government of Bangladesh has been tremendously failing to satisfy the standard of primary health care to the larger portion of its citizen. In such a context, the concern for the right to palliative care may thus seem to be a mere
intellectual sophistication. However, the viable response to this argument is that any initiatives to uphold the right to palliative care will result at least in sensitizing the state as well as the individual to the fundamental health rights of the people.
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